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Lab Practical 4: PWM-Input signal 
 
Capturing and Calculation of temperature: 
 
The output of a temperature sensor is a pulse-width-modulated signal (PWM) and is connected 
to the inputs P8.2 (CC18) and P8.3 (CC19) of the C164: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TD  duration of the pulse 

TP  duration of the period (it is about 200 sec) 
There is following relation for the temperature t in °C: 
 

TD / TP = 0.32+0.0047*t 
 
The calculation of the interesting times can be performed as follows:  
 The time base is delivered by T8 (Capcom2), which is free running (Reload = 0)  and 

continuously clocked with fCPU/8 
 The rising edge of the sensors output signal triggers capturing of the current counter value 

into the Capture-Register CC18. 
 The falling edge triggers capturing of the counter value into CC19. 
 The difference CC19-CC18 is the active duration of the pulse TD. 
 The difference between the buffered old CC19-value (static!!) and the current content of 

CC19 is the duration of the period TP. 
 The moment for the determination of these values are the falling edge of the signal, i.e. the 

capture-event at CCl9 activates an interrupt. In the ISR of that TD and TP  are determined 
und taken over in separate buffers (arrays). 

 Choose 50 as size for the needed buffer.  
 If all 50 values are captured, further occurring signal edges should be ignored (no further 

interrupts) 
 
Bear in mind: 

 Because at the moment the first falling edge occurs – that is at the first interrupt – possibly  
there is no valid rising edge and therefore no valid CC18-value, the first interrupt has to be 
distinguished  from the following ones. There is the same for the necessary preceding CC19-
value that also does not exist yet- synchronization-problem!! 

 
By pressing the key 3 the measurement of the temperature has to be started - "StartTemp()". 
Are there – how described above - all necessary 50 measured values captured, the call of the 
function "bTempAvail()" returns TRUE. In this case the following call of the function 
"fGetTemp()" realizes the calculation of the temperature based on the mean value of the 50 
following measurements. The result has to be displayed in the third line of the LC-display.  
 
 
The functionality of the lab practical 2 should be available furthermore! 
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a) Realize the measurement of the temperature and test that with appropriate simulation 

functions, which should be started via Toolbox, for -10°C, 20°C and 60°C. Make sure that 
these simulation functions are available directly at the start of the debug-mode   
(in Target Options/Debug insert DBGSTART.INI as "Initialization File" !).  
Set proper interrupts, e.g. in the ISR of the CC19 and test the results on plausibility. 
 

b) Test your generated project in the target now! 
 

 
The frequency of the PWM-signal is about 5 kHz. This is consistent with the frequency during  
data acquisition. 
 
c) Ascertain approximately, what part of the processor time is used by the above method of  

measuring temperature during date acquisition! 
 
d) By using the "Peripheral Event Controllers" there is offered an alternative to the procedure 

above, realize that!  
 
 

   
 
 


